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Operation Christmas Child
Jason Latimer • copy editor
This last month, Resident Assistant Paige
Cook gathered her ladies in Blumberg to collect toys and supplies for Operation Christmas Child, an annual program by the global
charity Samaritan’s Purse to bring holiday
cheer to underprivileged children in thirdworld countries. Cook and her girls collected
and bought toothbrushes, toothpaste, washcloths, soap, combs, socks, crayons, coloring
books, pencils, markers, and several toys to
pack into boxes to ship overseas.
“We began fundraising on the evening of
Halloween. The girls dressed up in costume

and went trick-or-treating for donations,”
Cook said.
Last year, Operation Christmas Child sent
over eight million boxes from the U.S. and 10
other countries. Preparing for the Operation’s
national collection week during Nov. 12-19,
Cook and her team continued raising funds
the next few weeks with surprising success.
“After going around to all of the residence
halls, we were able to raise a total of $884. We
also received a donation of $140 from RHA to
help cover shipping costs for the boxes, giving
us a grand total of $1,024,” Cook said.
Continued on page 3

Making wishes come true

Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

Frigid morning air wasn’t
enough to keep Chi-Omega from
pushing forward with their Run
for Wishes 5K, one of their several events designed to help raise
money for the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.
A total of $800 was raised by
150 registered runners and walkers last Saturday, December 8,
as a myriad of campus members
gathered at the William Welch
Outdoor Track to begin the trek

around campus. Participants
were lured by hot chocolate and
desserts for the top five men and
women finishers.
The promised prizes drew a
sizeable crowd, and Betsy Jones,
Chi-Omega’s Community Service Director, said they were
pleasantly surprised by the turnout.
“We had about 50 people register the morning of the race,”
she said, adding that the attendees made it interesting by
dressing up for the event. “We

were happy to see that a few of
the runners got in the spirit and
dressed up in Chemistry goggles,
tutus, or Christmas sweaters.”
Chi-Omega’s service events
continue through the spring, with
their annual “Dishes for Wishes”
event scheduled for Saturday,
March 23. The spring event will
raise funds for a specific child’s
wish, while the “Run for Wishes”
helps provide general funds to
help grant the wishes of the over
7,000 children supported by the
Make-A-Wish Foundation.

events

“Run for Wishes” is just one of three major events put on by Chi-Omega to support the Make-A-Wish Foundation. The 5K brought in $800 for the organization.
Betsy Jones • Chi-Omega

Holiday Dessert Hour

Lunch@Learn

Celebrate the holiday season with the
Office of Institutional Advancement!

This month’s event focuses on budgeting.
Heritage Room, December 19, 11:45 a.m.

Innovation Hour

Union Holiday Celebration

Hatfield Hall, December 18, 3:30 p.m.

Learn more about what we’re doing at
Rose-Hulman and why we do it that way.

Hatfield Hall, December 18, 4:30 p.m.

The campus community is invited to
celebrate the holidays!

Kahn Rooms, December 20, 11 a.m.

sports
Women’s BB vs. St. Hanover
December 15 - 1 p.m.
Men’s BB vs. Hanover
December 15 - 3 p.m.
Men’s BB vs. DePauw
December 17 - 7:30 p.m.
Women’s BB vs. Marian (Ind.)
December 18 - 7:30 p.m.
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We are Rose-Hulman’s independent student
newspaper. We keep the Rose-Hulman community informed by providing an accurate and dependable source for news and information.
Alex Mullans • editor-in-chief
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academic quarter. All members of the Rose-Hulman community are welcome to
attend.
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The views expressed herein are those of their respective authors and, with the
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Signature Speaker Series
continues this weekend
Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

speakers earlier this week,
and the lessons continue
The Center for Diversity with a two-part workshop
kicked off a pair of signature on Saturday.
Dr. Milton Bennett,
Director of the Intercultural Development
Research
Institute,
paid a visit to RoseHulman on Monday to
share his expertise on
cultural
competency
with campus members.
A special convocation
schedule permitted all
students and faculty
to avoid scheduling
conflicts, and a large
crowd filled Hatfield
Hall for the speech.
Based on the understanding that interculCoder has been leading workshops tural communication
on cultural diversity since 1994. competency is key in a
growing global econorichlandcollege.edu
my, Bennett developed

the Developmental Model
of Intercultural Sensitivity.
The process-oriented approach has applications to
both domestic and global
diversity.
While the model was originally developed to train
professionals for employment internationally, Bennett spoke of the ability to
minimally modify the training methods to apply to domestic cultural competency
as well.
This weekend, Dr. Kay
Coder will lead an all-day,
two-part workship on intercultural competence to help
bring the week’s lessons
to fruition. Coder is a Professor of Sociology and the
Intercultural Competence
Program lead coordinator
at Richland College in Dallas, Texas. She also led the

Christmas,
from page 1

With this large amount (much more than
we originally hoped to get), we were able to
sponsor 50 children.”
They allocated half of their boxes for boys
and half for girls within the ages of 2 though
14, packing each of their 50 boxes with toys
specifically with the receiver’s gender in
mind. After everything was said and done,
Cook was very pleased by the results of her
floor’s efforts and the contributions of the
whole campus.
“Overall, I’m very proud of my floor for
really getting behind the fundraising and
charity efforts and for going above and beyond my expectations. Additionally, I would
like to thank the Rose-Hulman community
for being so generous in their donations,”
she said. “It’s events like this that make me
proud to call this school home.”

development of
the RLC Intercultural Competence
Program.
The workshop
will give participants – faculty
and staff interested are welcome to attend
– an opportunity to enhance
their intercultural
competence via two
interactive sessions. Both ses- Bennett’s lecture kicks off the Center for Disions are based
versity’s Signature Speaker Series.
on
Bennett’s
Alla Letfullina • staff photographer
Developmental
ity. Lunch will be provided
Model.
The first session will be- prior to the second session
gin at 8:30 a.m. and focus which will begin at 1:15 p.m.
on cultural self-awareness and hone in on intercultural
and interculutral curios- team building.

News Briefs
Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

Motive still unknown in Oregon mall shooting
Twenty-two year-old Jacob Tyler Roberts has been identified as the shooter in Tuesday’s fatal mall shooting in Oregon that claimed two lives. Cindy Yuille, 54, and Steven
Forsyth, 45, passed away as a result of the incident, and
15 year-old Kristina Shevchenko is in stable condition in
an Oregon hospital after suffering a collapsed right lung.
Investigators identified the lone suspect at a news conference on Wednesday based on claims that a mall employee
heard the man identify himself as the shooter before taking his own life. No connections have been unearthed between Roberts and his victims, and his friends said they
were shocked he would partake in such an act. Described
as a “soft-spoken and polite young man,” investigators
have yet to ascribe a motive to Roberts’ acts.
Jenni Rivera’s remains identified
A spokesman for Mexico’s Nuevo Leon state said that the
remains of Mexican-American singer Jenni Rivera, along
with her publicist and the plane’s co-pilot, have been
identified after Sunday’s fatal crash. The U.S.-registered
private jet carried two pilots and five passengers, all of
whom were presumed dead by Mexican authorities at the
scene of the wreckage. The cause of the crash is still under
investigation, but the plane’s manufacturer has been the
subject of two lawsuits regarding falsifying maintenance
records. Rivera sold 15 million records, won two Billboard
Music Awards, and had most recently served as a judge on
“La Voz...México”, a Mexican version of popular singing
competition “The Voice.”
U.S. stocks fall on edge of fiscal cliff

Soliciting donations since Halloween, Cook and the ladies of Blumberg were
able to collect enough supplies and funds to sponsor 50 children.
Paige Cook • guest photographer

Uncertainty over U.S. fiscal policy led to a fall in U.S.
stocks on Thursday, as the Dow Jones Industrial Average
dipped 0.6 percent, the S&P 500 fell 0.7 percent, and the
Nasdaq dropped 0.9 percent. Investors have proven less
willing to take risks in the past few weeks as an agreement has yet to be reached between President Obama and
lawmakers regarding tax hikes and spending cuts. Despite
a decrease in jobless claims and a bounce back in retail
sales last month, the disagreement in Washington has
kept the stock market at odds. Doug Roberts, chief market
strategist for Channel Capital Research, said there is just
one way to make a comeback now. “[F]or the market to
rally, we need the fiscal cliff to be resolved.”

Entertainment
I
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go there and back again with “The Hobbit”
Remember where “The Hobbit” came from before moving ahead
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ssue

Kevin Weaver
entertainment editor

With everyone excited
and preparing for the release of the new “Hobbit”
film coming out this Friday,
many people tend to forget
that there has already been
a “Hobbit” film. When you
ask? Why all the way back
in the mighty old years of
1970’s, 1977 to be precise.
This age old classic has been
forgotten by many, except
for the few of us who like to
find the gold hidden beneath
the growing pile of commerce. So, how does this old
animation classic hold up in
the new era of animation and
film?
The first thing that all movies need is a plot, and like all
Tolkien tales, this movie is
made for it. Beginning with
average Bilbo Baggins, the
hobbit from the Shire, he
has a relaxing life filled with
the ordinary. He likes it like
that. So how do we make an
adventure of this? Easy, just
send the most powerful wizard in all of Middle Earth to
his door step and ask him
to be the last member of a
group marching to reclaim
a pilfered kingdom. Gold
mine. That’s actually the
perfect way to say it, as the
kingdom they are reclaiming
is for the dwarves, thirteen
to be precise. What kind of
kingdom do dwarves have?
That’s right, mines. Two
points for the home team.
But why would a content old
hobbit want to go out on an
adventure? Why, because he
can! Seriously though, all it
takes is a messy dinner and
the promise of adventure,
and Bilbo is jumping up to
help these guys without batting an eye.
It’s during this collection
of short scenes that the audience introduced to three
things that will occur constantly throughout the film.
One, the dialogue. The lines
in this are dripping of nothing short but lines straight
out of “The Hobbit” book. I
was able to trace lines from
as important as pre-battle
dialogues to as mundane as
chatting over a campfire.
That’s a good thing though.
These are some great lines.
It’s hard not to try and repeat them yourself. Seriously, you will, I am willing to
bet money on it.
Second, the art style. As
with all animated films
from thirty plus years back,
the frame rate is rather low
in quality, and the lack of
HD is extremely relevant.
It doesn’t hold any of the
majesty or timelessness of
Disney films either. So is it
still worth watching, or is it
a pain? Answer, it’s still incredibly enjoyable. Again,

why? Because every scene is
painted and drawn to look
like a portrait. Pausing the
movie at least twenty individual times for varying
reasons, I never once caught
sight a single blemish on
screen. Nearly every frame
in this entire film can be
taken as wallpaper for your
computer. It’s that good.
Lastly, the music. It’s nothing like the epic orchestral
works from the more recent
live action films, nope, not
even close. Instead, it does
what all old animation films
did. Hide the lack of proper
budget with catchy songs.
See, when it says songs, it
doesn’t mean something as
simple as a catchy whistle
or beat, it means fully produced lyrical pieces. Why is
this worth mentioning? It is
vitally important that everything be explained in song,
or else it would be the end of
Middle Earth. They don’t do
away with them on screen,
no, they just do a chorus of
what the dwarves plus Bilbo have accomplished. Just
slew a giant dragon? Sing
it out! Just found the hidden entrance to the dwarves
home? Sing it out! Starting
an epic battle against the
goblins? Shout it out!
There are, however, a few
drawbacks on this otherwise classical entertaining
film. Remember that aforementioned battle? Yeah,
you don’t see it. Ever. The
film spends ten minutes getting you revved up for it, but
then cuts to Bilbo hiding
under a tree. He emerges to
find it over. Remembering
how long some of those battles lasted, that little hobbit
must know how to eat tree
roots for sustenance. There
was another fact that irked

me, maybe just me. Gandalf,
despite being an undeniably
major player, has very little to do with the film aside
from finding Bilbo and talking to the humans. That’s

pretty much it.
Overall though, the film is
extremely enjoyable and a
great way to slay a free hours
and a half of your lazy Saturday.

fandago.com
Rating: 3.5/5 Elephants

6710 Wabash Avenue - two blocks east of campus
Home of the King Tiger 20”

(812) 877-7700
10% off for Rose students
See the menu at rolliespizza.com
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Have party, will travel
Casey Langdale • staff writer
Very few people can wait
until break, when they get to
go home and visit the friends
they left when they came to
Rose. But what are you going
to do when you see them? Go
to the movies? Have a group
of people go out for dinner?
Hang out at an amusement
park? These are all fun, but
it can be difficult to organize with a group of more
than four people. A practical
idea is to have an odd party

”

to get overly enthusiastic
about these ideas.
Four out of five times, my
friends will have a potluck
party when they have people
come over. The general idea
behind it is everyone brings
at least one part of a meal
that they cook themselves.
This includes everything
from deviled eggs to desserts
to homemade Buffalo wings.
This form of party is very
easy to tailor to a theme: just
make a rule saying everyone
has to bring
something
spicy, a specific color,
or ethnicity.
Don’t even
worry about
your friends
who
can’t
cook; nine
out of ten
times they
will say they
are bringing the soda. The
rest of the event is up to everyone, but everyone I know

...we try to have a
“dirty” secret Santa
gift exchange.
theme where everyone hangs
out at one house for the day.
My friends back home tend

Gift giving for
the giftless

Ceara Burnett • guest writer

It’s that time of year again,
and if you’re anything like
me, you’re trying to think of a
unique gift idea for that special someone in your life. It’s
easy to get all caught up in all
the price tags and sparkle, but
we’ve learned the true meaning of being the stereotypical
“broke college kid.” It can be
stressful trying to think of the
perfect gift that doesn’t break
the bank, but here’s a process
(for you engineering types) to
help take away some stress.
The first thing to do is to
make a list of things your loved
one does or likes. This list can
include hobbies, clubs, and
any collections or interests
they have. This can help you
decide what general direction
to head in and gives your gift
that desired personal touch.
Then you want to expand this
list with gifts that could fall under these categories. Remember: there is a gift for every
budget! If there is a band that
he/she likes, you could write
down ideas such as CDs, posters, or concert tickets. Concert
tickets require a larger budget
of course but are definitely
worth looking into! If they
are a movie buff, you could
include things such as their
favorite DVDs, movie passes,
or movie memorabilia from
their favorite movies on the
list. Then take these ideas and
expand. For the movie buff, a
movie lover’s basket could be

a potential gift. You could put
items such as popcorn, theater
candy, or favorite movies in a
basket and, voilà, you have a
unique gift that shows you put
forward time and effort and
doesn’t break the bank. You
also have a date night package
that the two of you can enjoy
together.
You and your significant
other could also plan an evening together as you swap gifts.
This way you both can enjoy
something together that the
two of you may not normally
be able to do. This can include
fun ideas like roller blading or
ice skating (perfect for the season). Get creative. If you put
time and thought into your
gift, it will show. Girls especially are saps for anything
hand-made, so that is always
an option. This route is typically cost efficient, and let’s
face it, as engineers, we’re all
about efficiency. I typically
lean towards gift ideas with
personalization. You can always get something engraved
or embroidered for relatively
cheap and give your loved
one something one-of-a-kind.
When all else fails, the cliché
“it’s the thought that counts”
really holds true. Your significant other will be touched that
you thought of them and went
out of your way to do something nice for them. Remember, for this problem, there
are an infinite number of solutions.

normally puts on a movie
and talks the whole way
through it about how their
lives have been going.
When we meet up over
Christmas break, we try to
have a “dirty” secret Santa
gift exchange. Depending on
the individuals receiving the
gift, the definition of dirty
can be stretched anywhere from a box with a
spring-loaded spider that
jumps out all the way to
gifts that I’m just not going to talk about because
they are that terrifying. In
all honesty, we normally
do get a second gift that
is nicer and more useable than something like,
say… oh I don’t know, bacon flavored crickets? It
is also strongly advised that
when anyone opens a present there is a camera pointed directly at them. It can
be a fun twist if the picture
taken when you react to your
gift has to be a Facebook
profile picture for a month.

Overall this was fun for us,
since everyone knew where
the line was and exactly the
perfect place to run past it in
a dead sprint.
The last ten percent of the
time though, we really hit the
low point of all dorks. We put
on a well-known movie that
all of us have seen and play

”

one never end up matching, not even remotely. We
have had to sit and listen to
Darth Vader and Emperor
Palpatine having a conversation about who has worse
luck with women. It comes
off terrible every time, but it
is just so bad we can’t help
laughing.
Whatever you do,
it’s
nice
to
hang
out
with
friends,
especially
since the
d u m b est party
ideas turn
out
well
if enough
people are willing to try it
out. Having friends that are
willing to act downright ridiculous and try the stupidest things can be the best
way to get away from the
stressful life of a Rose student.

...we draw names
from a hat and have to
voice that character...
the whole movie on mute. At
this point it may just seem
odd, but then we draw random names from a hat and
have to voice that character
for the rest of the movie.
Note here that the script you
are reciting and the actual

Opinions
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Issue 11

Remember the spirit of giving?
Tom Dykes • staff writer
Christmastime is here,
and with it the glorious
beginning of the holiday
shopping season. Stores
here and yonder are
packed with bevies of the
best new gadgets, goodies,
and gifts. These stores will
soon be packed with panicked shoppers looking for
the best deals and buys,
lured to shop by commercials blaring of all of the
wonderful things that can
be purchased with your
money.
Christmas is the savior
of our retail sector, the
time of season that determines if places like
Amazon and Wal-Mart
will
survive
and
t h r i v e ,
a
n
d
whether
K - M a r t
will
live
to
next
year. The
holiday
shopping
season has historically
played this role in American commerce.
Its importance was so
significant
during
the

”

Great Depression that FDR
issued an edict moving
Thanksgiving to an earlier
date in order to extend its
length. The holiday shop-

”

chasing, or even purchasing for the sake of owning,
but rather purchasing for
the sake of giving. The buying of gifts is not meant to
fuel commerce,
but
to
strengthen
our
ties
to
each other
with
b o n d s
of gratitude.
However shiny and well-presented it is, stuff is just stuff.
So, in the end, if you
are making a frenzied last
minute search for gifts, or
if you find yourself frustrated that the right item
is outside of your reach,
remember: it is not the gift
that matters, but the recipient behind it. (Also remember that, in the end, a
person who becomes angry
over an inadequate Christmas gift is kind of a jerk,
for the reasons mentioned
above.)
To all a Merry Christmas, Chanukah, Kwanzaa,
Festivus, or whatever you
choose to celebrate, and a
Happy New Year.

100 Words
Teach the tools

Santa Claus may
very well be more
famous than Jesus.
ping season, and the gifts
that come of it, are the defining feature of American
Christmas. Santa Claus
may very well be more famous than Jesus.

However shiny and
well presented it is,
stuff is just stuff.
In all of this glorious buying, it is important to remember that the purpose of
these purchases is not purchasing for the sake of pur-

Trial by fire may not be the best way to learn this interface.
mwit.ac.th
Alex Mullans • editor-in-chief
Rose spends most of its time teaching concepts – the
(relatively) unchanging theories, formulas, etc. an engineer
needs to know. In comparison, little time is spent teaching
or using the industry-standard tools that students will use to
apply that knowledge in the real world. Knowledge of tools
like AutoCAD, Mathematica/Maple, Visual Studio, and LabVIEW are expected by many companies hiring our students;
yet many must learn them outside of class because of an
(arguably) outdated focus on by-hand knowledge. Once students demonstrate knowledge of the concepts, they should
be allowed and taught to use the real-world tools they’ll rely
on post-commencement.

The other side of the desk: Cultural nuances
months of college in India,
I was inundated with a huge
number of cultural differences. It was fairly easy to
adapt to the new expectations, although
there were some
tough ones. For instance, it was easy
to break my habit of
standing up in class
when I had to speak
up or when the professor entered the
room at the beginning of a lecture. Although
there is often closeness
between the students and
their professors in India,
there is a certain unspoken
line of respect that is never
crossed. I always addressed
my teachers there as “Dr.
so and so,” and it was a
surprise to me when I first
found out that my physics professor in the US felt
more comfortable being addressed by his first name.
At that point in time, I personally found it difficult to
make this change of habit,

and I still referred to him
as Dr. Powell even on our
graduation day three years
later. Patting your professor

”

is played down whenever
possible with friends and
family. I have had friends
who snap back if I thank
them or apologize
to them too often,
as they feel that our
closeness should not
allow these “formalities.” In contrast, in
our household here
in the US, my children thank me after
every meal, and the
Indian side of me
feels somewhat uncomfortable about it.
When I was growing up
in India it, was considered rude and improper for
younger children to smoke
in front of the parents. Parents were aware if their
children smoked, but the
actual act of a child smoking in front of a parent or
a friend’s parent was improper. I still remember the
time my mother came to my
room with some snacks for
a visiting friend. This friend
quickly held his cigarette

Parents were aware if their
children smoked, but the actual
act of a child smoking in front of
a parent... was improper.

Sudipa Kirtley • faculty writer
This week we are learning about diverse cultures
and how to get along with
people from all corners of
the world. For those of us
who have uprooted from
one country and settled in
another, the learning curve
was quite steep at the beginning. This part of the curve
primarily happened to me
when I was still in college,
in the U.S.
When I transferred to
my U.S. college after a few

on the back or putting your
feet up when a professor is
teaching a class were difficult habits for me to adopt.
You can therefore imagine
my utter awkwardness when
I had to converse with my
art professor one day in the
women’s locker room when
she was completely in the
buff.
“Thank you” and “sorry”
are used often in India, but
not as much as is done in
a western culture. In India
these terms are regarded as
more formal, and formality

Why join the Rose Thorn?

behind him when he saw
my mother, and during the
whole conversation with
her, white wisps of smoke
emerged from behind him,
filling up the entire room.
Both parties completely
disregarded this fact, and
at the end of their conversation, my mother left the
room with a smile on her
face.
The cross cultural differences that we encounter
extend from the workplace
into our personal lives.
We are now more aware of
this than before. Now more
children have friends from
other cultures, and more
families have intercultural
marriages. Sometimes the
learning curves for both
sides are pretty steep. Coming to an agreed-upon midpoint may be a wise choice,
as our convocation speaker
Mr. Bennett pointed out.
Perhaps I should ask my
children to thank me only
when I serve crème brûlée
for dessert.

Thorn Meetings
Starting Winter Quarter
You don’t know it yet, but you want to crack jokes. You want to
draw comics. You want to know all of the latest events. You want to Free pizza
stand up for something. You want to give advice. You want to write. Wednesdays @ 5:15PM
Olin 257
Also, you want free pizza.
Free pizza
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Engineers recapture trophy against cross-town rival
Lady Engineers top Saint Mary-of-the-Woods 80-74
Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

ing 80 – 74 victory.
The Pomeroys entered the
The Clabber Girl Trophy game 2 – 8 so far during the
had eluded the Lady Engi- season, and Rose had likeneers for three consecutive wise struggled, putting up a
seasons, but a struggling 2 – 4 overall record without
Saint
Mary-of-the-Woods a conference win. With both
basketball team couldn’t sides supported by a gang
hold on through a night of of zealous student sections,
career highs for Rose-Hul- the two teams fought like
man. The Engineers came they had nothing to lose.
out on top with a high-scorIn the first five minutes,
Rose-Hulman soared
to a 14 – 2 lead off consecutive treys from
freshman Andi Evers
coupled with two easy
layups for freshman
Addie Johnson. The
Pomeroys fought to
make it a five-point
game in just a few
minutes, and that set
the tone for the rest
of the game.
Back-and-forth
scoring led to a 35
– 34 lead for RoseHulman at the half,
and both teams needed a break after 20
minutes of evenlymatched battling.
The two teams reAfter missing last season due to inmained
even
for
jury, junior Lauren Meadows has
most
of
the
second
come back strong, leading the team in
points this season. half before strong
Rose-Hulman Athletics free-throw shooting
helped the Lady Engi-

neers distance
themselves
with a 58 – 51
win with just
over 12 minutes
remaining
in
regulation.
At two points
in the remaining time the
Engineers held
a
nine-point
lead, and despite
battling
back to just
a
three-point
deficit with un- The Lady Engineers hoist the Clabber Girl Trophy for the first time since 2008.
Rose-Hulman Athletics
der two minutes remaining,
provided tough balance with points to the Pomeroys’ 11,
the Pomeroys
couldn’t close the gap. 12 points. Freshmen Carrie and that six point margin
Johnson and fellow fresh- Morris and Hayley Gilliam would be the final overall
man Cassidy Cain hit key played key minutes, com- point difference.
St.
Mary-of-the-Woods
free throws in the closing bining for six points. Morris
minute to clinch the victory also had four assists during dropped to 2 – 9 on the seathe game.
son. The Pomeroys still lead
for the home crowd.
The game featured a num- the overall series 14 – 6, but
Junior Lauren Meadows,
who has proven herself a ber of staggeringly even sta- the Clabber Girl Trophy is
consistent driver and long- tistics: Rose-Hulman shot currently held by a hardrange shooter again this 41.4% percent from the working Engineer team.
The Lady Engineers imseason, led all scorers with field, and the Pomeroys shot
a career-high 23 points. 44.1 percent; the Lady Engi- proved to 3 – 4 on the seaJunior Kelsey Ploof added neers grabbed just one more son and look for their first
another double-double this rebound than their oppo- conference win of the season
season with 14 points and 17 nent and had only three this weekend. Both teams
fewer turnovers.
will face off against Hanover
rebounds.
Ultimately, points from College on Saturday with
Johnson also had a career
night, putting up 15 points the charity stripe made the the women beginning at 1
and four steals, and Evers difference. Rose scored 17 p.m. in Hulbert Arena.

Men’s basketball improves to 8 - 1
Defeat Millikan University 67 - 43

Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor
Division III’s top-ranked
scoring defense kept up their
consistent pressure Wednesday night, holding non-conference foes Millikin University to just 43 points. The
Engineers prevailed for the
sixth straight time with three
players in double figures and
a total of 67 points.
Rose-Hulman jumped out
to a quick 7 – 0 lead in the
first four minutes, starting with a three-pointer by
senior Jon Gerken. Millikin
fought back with a score
at the 15:43 mark of the
first half, but the Engineers
maintained a lead of at least
eight points for the rest of
the half.
A last-second layup by
senior Brenton Balsbaugh
capped a 12 – 3 run to give
the Engineers a 17-point lead
after 20 minutes of play.
A 6 – 2 run for the Fightin’
Engineers to start the second
half sent the lead up to 21
points; though Millikin cut
the deficit to 14 points with
just over eight minutes left,
but Rose-Hulman played
steady defense to fend off
any attempt at a late-game

Junior
Julian
Strickland led all
scorers with 14
points; Balsbaugh
followed
closely
behind with 12
points, and the
two each had six
rebounds. Senior
Nate
Gissentanner rounded out
players in double
figures with ten
points and five rebounds.
Senior
Austin
Weatherford and
Junior James Pillischafske
each
added eight points
to provide scoring depth, and
Balsbaugh recorded three blocks as
part of the defenThe Engineers start the season 8 - 1 for sive effort.
the second straight year. Millikin dropped
Rose-Hulman Athletics to 3 – 6 on the season while RoseHulman improved
rally to take the win.
to
8
–
1
overall, equaling
The Engineers shot 54 pertheir
record
through the first
cent from the field to lead
nine
games
from last seathe offensive charge, and a
son.
12-rebound margin over MilThe Engineers will look to
likin kept possession with
keep
their conference record
Rose-Hulman as time ticked
perfect
this weekend with a
off the clock.

matchup against Hanover season’s matchup with a 4 College. The Panthers of 3 record.
Hanover will be looking to
The game will begin at
even the field after they suf- 7:30 pm in Hulbert Arena.
fered a loss to
HCAC opponent
Defiance College
earlier this week.
Rose currently
has a 3 – 0 record in HCAC
play and is tied
at the top spot
with also-perfect
College of Mount
St. Joseph.
The men’s basketball game will
tip off on Saturday following the
women’s basketball game.
On
Monday,
the team will play
in their last competition until after New Year’s as
they host DePauw University.
Last season, the
Engineers edged
out DePauw by
12 points with an
impressive sec- Adding two more steals on Wednesday, seond half perfornior Austin Weatherford leads the team
mance. DePauw
with 17 this season.
comes into this
Rose-Hulman Athletics
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“I don’t know what
the moral of that story
was... probably had
to do with texting or
something.”
–Dr. Herniter. That
moment when you
realize your students
have sidetracked you
into story time...

“Well shoot, we’ve
already wasted enough
time on this... let’s just
beat it to death, shall
we? I’m glad I’m not
recording this...”
–Dr. Simoni. Suprise! You weren’t recording, but a student
was.

“If a fire breaks out,
push the children and
old people out of the
way and get out.”
– Dr. Morris. I like
to imagine this being
taught during a CLSK
class. Survival, afterall, is a skill.

14 Dec 2012
“Only
a
sadistic
mathematician would
give you that nasty
problem.”
–Dr. Artigue. Coincidentally, that exact
problem was given
to students in a math
class later that day.

Rose professors
say crazy things.
E-mail them to the
Flipside at thornflipside@rosehulman.edu for a
chance to win a 25$
Visa gift card!

News skivvies
Study abroad program with Antarctica
a ‘go.’
With an ever reaching goal of trying to make
students more cultured, Rose-Hulman has announced a program that will bring students
abroad to Antarctica. Several dozen all-campus
emails and sharepoints were sent out to discuss
the different opportunities offered by the program, including a ten week Research and Development experience in Santa’s R&D Shop (located at the South Pole in order to prevent unions
from forming with the Toy Shop workers), and a
six week “penguin culture” class where students
just chill out with penguins for a while. The program, which was inspired by students’ general
lack of being outside, let alone the entire country, will be effective starting next Fall.
Female population briefly quadrupled
during basketball game.
This Tuesday was the event of a life-time on
the Rose-Hulman. For students, that is. The
basketball game between Rose-Hulman and St.
Mary of the Woods brought droves of women to

our campus, effectively quadrupling the members of females on campus for the duration of
the game. “I haven’t seen so many women in one
place since I came to Rose!” exclaimed one Sen-

Naked Lady Riding a Fish arrested for
public indecency.

The well known Naked Lady Riding a Fish
was arrested last Sunday for indecent exposure. Local police have stated that the arrest
became necessary after she ignored several
requests by the police to put some clothes on
and stop making sexual advances toward the
fish. Students have stood outside Olin protesting since Monday demanding the Nake Lady’s
release, citing that her absence removes the
possibly only opportunity for Rose-Hulman
males to appreciate the finer aspects of the female figure. One student, Elijah Forest, had a
different opinion than the crowd, “I, for one,
think she deserves what she got. She just sits
Some good ‘ol 50’s skivvies! out there teasing me every day on my way to
pinterest.com class. What really got to me, though, is that after all the time we’ve spent around each other,
ior student, “I think one of them even said ‘hi’ she never even responded to my note asking
and smiled at me, it was exhilerating and ex- her if she’d go on a date with me.” According
hausting at the same time.” While yet uncon- to Police Chief Tom Shanks, the Naked Lady’s
firmed, initial reports are saying that The Ratio release is dependent on her cooporation with
reached a new record high during the game.
the police, who are demanding a formal apology for her misbehavior.

Top “10” Ten

Married to the Sea

Engineering pickup lines that are
“guaranteed” to work

thorn staff • formerly known as the “Circus of Misfits”
10. “You’re lookin’ hotter than a Bunsen burner!”
9. “There’s something wrong with my cell phone...it doesn’t
have your number in it. Oh wait, nevermind, I found your picture, address, and cellphone number on my MegaPad 2000.”
8. “Rejection can lead to emotional stresss for both parties
involved, and emotional stress can lead to physical complications such as headaches, ulcers, cancerous tumors, and inevitably, death. So for for the prolonged life of both of us, please
say yes.”
7. “Wanna go back to my room...to see my new Nvidia GeForce GTX 670 graphics card play Crysis on Ultra?”
6. Hello. Are you taking any applications for a boy/girlfriend? If so, here’s my resume and cover letter.”
5. “Do you feel that? I think I feel us resonating.”
4. “Do you catalyze runaway exothermic reactions? ‘Cause
you make me want to explode.”
3. “You and I would add up better than a Riemman sum.”
2. “Are we in the same class? ‘Cause I’d like to pass Fluids
with you.”
1. “Be unique and different; say yes.”

This is the Flipside disclaimer. Any unattributed content has been written by Sean Gorsky. Jealous that your name isn’t in the paper? You should be. But consider this, your name or some hilarious pseudonym could be plastered all over this page. Plus, members of the opposite sex love a man or woman
who is funny and published. I mean, I haven’t had any flocks of followers yet, but they’re probably just too afraid to admit that they find the editor of a newspaper page super attractive. When it does finally happen, though, it’ll probably be like what I imagine having friends is like. It’s gonna be awesome.

